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kicking and "bubbling from the hill-side, and its laughter
was full of life clean, fresh and pure.
Beyond that we rode into great rolling plains as the
sun began to glow hot and fiery over the Anatolian
mountains and the snows on Olympus turned rose at
the touch of day. The moving breeze kicked up light
clouds of purple dust behind the first wood carts. The
carters called to their animals and urged them forward
and salaamed to us with a hang-dog manner that seemed
to me to be that of guilty men until I learnt that it was
fear that was in their eyes. We followed the dusty
road, where my mare stumbled in the holes and ruts,
and across the barren hill; and so at last towards evening
we came to the Village of Jews.
That there had been a raid and that they had been
robbed and beaten, there was no doubt. There was a
young woman with her arms and breasts like red steps,
where she had been beaten with the sharp edge of knives.
But no word of evidence could we get. The people were
craven and afraid. At last they pushed forward one
evil, dirty brute, who had been a camp follower in South
Africa. His English was a running stream of filthy
oaths and indecencies, but he dared talk because no one
understood him ; and from him I learnt that among the
. brigands was one Yanni, the son-in-law of Christo, a
householder in the Greek village of Bakal Keuy.
We halted for the night and bit by bit from hints and
whispers we learned that it was the renowned band of
Greeks under the brigands Zaffiri, Pavli and Karoglan
who had made the raid. That was a night of torment.
No slum in the East have I ever found so foul as this

